FALL 2018 PART-TIME ON-CAMPUS MBA  
Class Profile

25  4%  32%  12%
TOTAL STUDENTS  INTERNATIONAL CITIZENS  WOMEN  U.S. MINORITIES

3 COUNTRIES
REPRESENTED AMONG OUR INCOMING CLASS
China
United States
South Korea

U.S. RESIDENCY
MID-ATLANTIC  96%
NORTHEAST  4%

Carnegie Mellon University
Tepper School of Business

tepper.cmu.edu/mbaadmissions
GMAT — 649 AVERAGE  
640 MEDIAN  
592–708 MIDDLE 80%

WORK EXPERIENCE

6.6 AVERAGE YEARS  
6.0 MEDIAN YEARS  
2.9–12.6 MIDDLE 80% RANGE

INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

Energy & Clean Tech 24%  
Financial Services 20%  
Technology & New Media 16%  
Healthcare 12%  
Consulting 8%  
Manufacturing 4%  
Consumer Products 4%  
*Other 12%  

* Including: Not-for-Profit/Social Impact and Other

GPA — 3.4 AVERAGE  
3.4 MEDIAN  
3.0–3.9 MIDDLE 80%

UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS

4% Information Systems  
Computer Science  
12% Economics  
16% Mathematics  
Physical Science  
24% Business  
24% Humanities  
Social Sciences  
20% Engineering

Carnegie Mellon University  
Tepper School of Business  
tepper.cmu.edu/mbaadmissions